Abstract. When an object is moving in acceleration with fluid interaction from surrounding, it possesses virtual mass (added mass) in which the total mass of object is higher than the original mass. The exact conformal mapping method was proposed to determine the virtual mass. However, it is difficult to determine the virtual mass for the body of random shape by using conformal mapping. Therefore the new concept of mapping function is proposed. It is based on Laurent series that has been proposed to map the body of random shape to a circle. The function of a body shape is expressed in Fourier series which is essential to determine the complex coefficients of mapping function (Laurent series). Proposed method is compared with exact conformal method (equilateral polygon) and the validity is confirmed.
Introduction
When the body is accelerated by fluid for instance, the body motion is expressed by the equation of motion like mẍ+cẋ+kx=f(t). Here m(mass) is composed by both the pure mass of body and the 'virtual' mass. Especially, when the acceleration is large or the mass ratio is almost larger than unity, the effect of virtual mass should not be ignored. Although the virtual mass effect is very important term in motion, a little special cases could have been investigated because of the difficulty of calculating it analytically and/or exactly. While special cases are gotten from the famous text (Lamb [1] , MilneThomson [2] , Landau and Lifshitz [3] ), the body geometries are restricted in the flat plate, circle, ellipse, and so on.
Here we need to specify the conformal mapping function from the target geometry (z-plane) to the circle (ζ-plane), while it is very difficult to specify a general function for the conformal mapping analytically.
In this article the objective is to show the virtual mass of the any shape of body which geometry is used in architecture sometimes.
The conformal mapping function is given by the infinite series like Laurent Series , in which the body shape is expressed by using Fourier Series. Finally in order to validate the present method, some examples are shown.
Analysys

Virtual mass and kinetic energy
The flow field around a body at angle of attack 'α' is expressed by using complex velocity potential 'f ' as follows,
where U: speed of uniform flow, w: 'disturbance' from 'body'. For example, the flow around a circle is expressed
As shown in Milne-Thomson [2] , the total kinetic energy is derived by using 'disturbance w' as follows, (5) This equation is reduced to Eq.(6) by using 'Area Rule' (6) where c1 : inner boundary, c2 : outer boundary.
When c2 tends to infinity, the second term is vanished, then (7) DOI: 10.1051/ , 02005 (2017) 87 Therfore, we can calculate the virtual mass by using Eq(7). 
General mapping function
The body shape is expressed by using Fourier series as follows (8) While the body shape is expressed by Eq.(8), the general mapping function is defined (assumed) by the considerations in fluid dynamics as follows , then coefficients of general mapping function (Eq.9) are determined as follows, (11) The "disturbance w" is expressed using the complex velocity potential f as follows, (12) Eq.9 is substituted in Eq.12. Then we calculate the virtual mass M' as follows, (13) 3 Results and discussion
Comparison between equilateral polygon
The comparison amongst different polygons is shown in Table 1 for their respective mapping functions and diagrams. 2017) and 'Mapping diagram' are appeared. However when more terms are applied to calculate it, it is expected to improve it.
Coefficient of virtual mass
The virtual mass is calculated using exact conformal method [4] so as to make comparison, in which it is more proper for the respective virtual mass to be expressed in the form of coefficient. The coefficient of virtual mass is defined as follows,
Based on Eq.(14), the coefficient can be obtained by dividing calculated virtual mass of a body with its circumscribed circle. For example, Fig. 2 shows the square and hexagon inscribed in their respective circle. It is shown that the differences decrease as the body shape reaches a circle, in which this is because the coefficient will be equal to unity when it is a circle. This method is applied for the random shape body. The essence of general mapping method is that it can determine the general mapping function which can be used to map from any shape body in z-place to a circle ߞ-plane. The concept of Laurent series is the backbone of this newly proposed general mapping method as it can be used complex functions. The general mapping function can be expressed in Eq.(15).
(15)
The general mapping function from Eq.(15) is applied to map the random shape body to a circle shown in Fig.4 , for instance. 
Conclusion and recommendations
The analytical solution of virtual mass of any shape body with angle of attack is shown by using complex velocity potential, in which the body shape is expressed by Fourier Series and the conformal mapping function is expressed by Laurent Series. The validation of the analysis is confirmed by comparing with other analytical and exact results (circle, flat plate, regular polygon and so on).
There are some recommendations that are important to be considered in near future in order to improve results. 
